Facial image super-resolution (SR) is an important preprocessing for facial image analysis, face recognition, and image-based 3D face reconstruction. Recent convolutional neural network (CNN) based method has shown excellent performance by learning mapping relation using pairs of low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution (HR) facial images. However, since the HR facial image reconstruction using CNN is conventionally aimed to increase the PSNR and SSIM metrics, the reconstructed HR image might not be realistic even with high scores. An adversarial framework is proposed in this study to reconstruct the HR facial image by simultaneously generating an HR image with and without blur. First, the spatial resolution of the LR facial image is increased by eight times using a five-layer CNN. Then, the encoder extracts the features of the up-scaled image. These features are finally sent to two branches (decoders) to generate an HR facial image with and without blur. In addition, local and global discriminators are combined to focus on the reconstruction of HR facial structures. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm generates a realistic HR facial image. Furthermore, the proposed method can generate a variety of different facial images.
Introduction
Blur and low resolution(LR), which are easily found in surveillance videos and old video footage, are fundamental problems in computer vision and image processing. Ensuring high performance is difficult when these factors degrade the input facial images for face-related algorithms, such as e.g., face landmark detection [36] , face parsing [20] , face recognition [3] , and 3D face reconstruction [7, 15] . Therefore, the need to restore the degradation of facial images is increasing rapidly.
Advances in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have recently led to an excellent performance in general single image super-resolution (SISR) by learning of mappings using pairs of LR and HR images, such as [4, 5, 16, 19, 21] . However, the disadvantage is that the reconstructed image is unrealistic because learning aims to increase the PSNR and SSIM. In particular, face SR is more important than SISR to obtain realistic reconstruction results. Recent works use various facial geometry prior, e.g., facial landmarks, parsing maps, and 3DMM to reconstruct HR facial images [27, 33] . Moreover, additional tasks, such as estimating the face region mask, facial landmark heatmaps, and parsing maps improved the quality of reconstructed HR facial images [1] . However, this approach has disadvantages of increased computation amount and labeled dataset requirement. Generated adversarial network [9] (GAN) was introduced for realistic facial image restoration. GAN utilize min-max-optimization over the generator and discriminator [11, 20] . As a result, the reconstruction image of GAN is more realistic than that of existing restoration algorithms.
In this paper, we propose an adversarial network to solve the joint super-resolution (SR) and deblur problem on facial images by simultaneously generating an HR facial images with blur and HR facial image without blur. We first increase the spatial resolution of the LR input facial image to feature image by eight times using a five-layer CNN. Then, the feature image of the LR facial image is mapped by the encoder into the hidden feature. These features are sent to two branches: upper and lower decoders for generating an HR facial image with and without blur, respectively. In addition, the upper and lower decoders share the first four encoder features. Local and global discriminators are also combined to focus on reconstructing HR facial structures. The results show that the generated HR facial image varied as the noise was added after every convolution layer in the generator (e.g., the wrinkles and the color and scale of the lip and eyes). An example of HR facial image reconstruction is shown in Figure 1 . The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.
• An adversarial network comprising a generator and two discriminators is proposed to generate HR facial images with upscale factor 8 by jointly solving the LR and blur problems.
• The proposed HR face reconstruction model further generates more realistic faces than state-of-the-art face SR approaches. The proposed network also adds noise after every convolution layer to generate various facial details of HR facial images.
Related Work
Face Super-Resolution Many face SR algorithms have been investigated for facial image analysis. Facial prior knowledge, such as the shape of the face, a face parsing map, and a landmark heatmap has been used for face SR [37] . Wang et al. [31] implemented the mapping between LR facial images and HR facial images using Eigen transformation. Kolouri et al. [18] learned a nonlinear Lagrangian model for HR facial image to find the best model parameters for a given LR facial image and to reconstruct the HR facial image. Using these techniques for the reconstruction of LR facial images with a large upscale factor is difficult because the reconstruction quality depends on landmark estimation results. CNN has recently been successfully applied for face SR and various face prior knowledge has been used in training. Song et al. [28] proposed a two-stage method that can generate facial components using CNN and then reconstructed the HR facial image through the component enhancement method. FSRNet [1] performed HR reconstruction of facial image by using the "coarse to fine" method. The algorithm used comprised four networks, namely, coarse SR network, fine SR encoder, prior estimation network, and fine SR decoder. FSRNet uses face landmark heatmaps and parsing maps in face prior information, which is estimated in a prior estimation network. They also proposed FSRGAN to incorporate the adversarial loss into FSRNet. Their approach shows higher performance than that of existing methods by generating face prior information and reconstructing HR facial image. However, their method has a disadvantage of requiring face prior information labeling for training.
Joint Super-Resolution and Deblurring LR and blur, which are easily found in surveillance videos or old mobile phones, are the basic degradations in computer vision. Blur is a motion blur caused by the movement of a camera or an object during an exposure time. A blur due to focus adjustment is a degradation problem that frequently occurs during image acquisition. Blurred LR facial images are often found in real life, and employing these facial images to face applications to achieve good results is impossible. HR reconstruction of blurred LR images can be used in applications, such as object detection and face recognition.
The restoration of an LR facial image with blur to an HR facial image generally involves the sequential connection of a blur removal algorithm and an SR algorithm. However, serializing these existing algorithms is inefficient because of the high cost of computation, inaccuracy, and complexity. Therefore, solving the blur removal and the SR simultaneously is more complicated than the single degraded image restoration problem. A study using optical flow [25, 32] produced HR images using video sequences with LR and blur.
However, these approaches rely on optical flow estimation results, thus complicating their application to a single image. Zhang et al. [35] proposed a deep encoder-decoder network (ED-DSRN) designed to solve blur and LR degradation simultaneously. However, ED-DSRN has a disadvantage of using an LR image degraded with a uniform Gaussian blur.
Face Synthesis with GAN In recent years, the generative model has shown tremendous improvement in image synthesis. GAN synthesizes images from noise instance by utilizing min-max-optimization over the generator and discriminator. Thus, GAN has been frequently used to synthesize HR images from LR images. GAN also shows significant improvement in face synthesis applications, such as face frontalization [7, 30] , face completion [2, 34] , and face SR [1, 13] . Karras et al. [13, 14] generated HR images using GAN, which was trained in an unconditional manner. This network can synthesize facial images with rich details but has a disadvantage that requires substantial computation power. However, no previous work has been performed on the use of GAN to solve blur and LR problems on facial images jointly.
Figure 2:
The architecture of the proposed network. It consists of a generator modified to have two ways, and two discriminators. The generator takes an LR facial image as input and the five-layer CNN generates the feature image, thereby increasing the spatial resolution by eight times. Upscaled feature image is divided into HR facial image with blur reconstruction branches and HR facial image without blur reconstruction branches. Two discriminators help to synthesize a realistic result. Only the generator is necessary during testing.
Proposed Approach

Overview of the Proposed Method
The network design and loss function of the proposed network for joint facial image deblurring and SR are described in this section. As shown in Figure 2 , the proposed network includes the following components: a five-layer CNN, which increases the spatial resolution of the input image by eight times; face region prior; and generator G of the U-Net structure [12] , which was modified to have two ways; global and local discriminators. The input image generates a feature map with an upscale factor 8 in spatial resolution through the five-layer CNN. The generated feature map is divided into two branches, that is, generating HR facial image with and without blur. Furthermore, local discriminator D l and global discriminator D g attempt to determine whether the output of G is a real facial image or not. The proposed network can generate a sharp and realistic facial image by generating an HR facial image with blur and without blur simultaneously.
Generator Module
The generator network G includes a five-layer CNN which increases the spatial resolution of the input image I LR by eight times. The output of the five-layer CNN I LR f is divided into two branches. We share the parameters of the first four encoder feature for each reconstruction so that we can reconstruct the HR facial image from blurred LR facial image. In order to prevent loss of information, each skip connection with encoder and decoder is used to restore the LR facial image feature map. Three skip connections between the encoder and upper decoder are used to reconstruct the HR facial image with blurÎ HRB . The last feature map for HR image reconstruction with blurÎ HRB is I f . HR facial image without blurÎ HR is reconstructed by using a full skip connection between the encoder and lower decoder. The end of the lower decoder part takes last feature map I f of the upper decoder to generate HR facial image without blurÎ HR . Thus, the generated HR facial image in this study contains sharp facial details. Since we use GAN, our results might differ from GT, so we use the pixel loss to reconstruct as same as GT. We use the three kinds of pixel loss during training, one is the loss of generated HR facial image with blurÎ HRB and GT facial image with blur I HRB . And second loss calculated between generated HR facial imageÎ HR and GT facial image I HR . To focus on generating facial details in the face region, we use 3 kinds of pixel loss which calculated between masked HR facial imageÎ m and masked HR GT facial image I m . We choose L1 loss for pixel loss as L1 loss produces sharper results than L2 loss.
Discriminator Module
The discriminator determines whether or not the HR facial image reconstructed from the LR facial image by the generator is real and provides feedback to obtain realistic synthesized HR facial image. The proposed network replaces binary cross entropy loss (BCE loss) with LSGAN [23] and mean squared error loss (MSE loss) and eliminates the sigmoid function of the discriminator to prevent the convergence and learning rate from slowing down.
The discriminator network comprises local discriminator D l and global discriminator D g . For LR facial image I LR , an HR facial imageÎ HR is synthesized through the generator, and the masked HR facial imageÎ m is obtained by multiplying a face region mask M f ace known as face prior information. The GT HR facial image I HR is also multiplied by the face region mask M f ace to obtain a masked GT HR facial image I m . Considering our goal to reconstruct facial structure and details of facial components on the image, We need to focus more and more on the face region. Therefore, the optimization of the local discriminator in the face region is enforced by using the face region mask M f ace . The local discriminator D l receives the masked HR facial imageÎ m and the masked GT HR facial image I m as input. The global discriminator D g combines the generated HR facial imageÎ HR and the GT HR facial image I HR into LR facial image I LR , and receives them as input. Global discriminator D g allows for statistical consistency, while the local discriminator D l reinforces facial features. Both discriminators have similar network structures that comprise of seven convolutional layers. One-dimensional output after the last layer of the discriminator determines whether or not the probability of the input is real. The min-max optimization over the generator and discriminators forces the model to synthesize the facial images with improved visual quality.
Network Loss
The objective function for the adversarial loss used in the proposed network is shown as follows:
where L GAN (G, D) denotes the total adversarial loss, that is, the sum of the L GAN (G, D g ) and L GAN (G, D l ). Adversarial loss comprises loss functions for the reconstruction to focus on the restoration of HR facial image without blur. Pixel loss aims to compare all pixel values of the reconstructed image and the GT image to ensure their similarity. L1 distance is defined in the reconstructed blurred HR facial imageÎ HRB and blurred HR GT image I HRB , reconstructed HR facial imageÎ HR and HR GT facial image I HR , and masked HR facial imageÎ m and masked HR GT facial image I m and are as follows.
A percptual loss is also added to obtain a realistic reconsturcted facial image. Perceptual loss is obtained through the weight of the pre-trained VGG-19 [26] , which is defined as follows:
where f represents the i-th features extracted from the VGG-19 network. The perceptual loss on Pool1, Pool2, Pool3, Pool4, and Pool5 layers of the pre-trained VGG-19 network is computed. The overall loss function for the training of the proposed network comprises the adversarial loss, pixel loss, and perceptual losses are defined as follows:
The weights λ 1 and λ 2 are used to balance the values of the adversarial, pixel, and perceptual losses.
Experimental Result
The training and test datasets used in the experiments are first described in this section. Then, the performance of the proposed network is qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrated. Last, the ablation study is analyzed by changing the proposed network details.
The proposed model is trained using the ADAM [17] optimizer with learning rate α = 0.0002, and β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999, and the batch size of 64 for implementation. Every network is gradually added instead of training them simultaneously. The generator and global discriminator are trained for 200 epochs. The local discriminator on training is then added. The value of λ 1 , and λ 2 are respectively set as 100 and 10 during training. Training a proposed network on the CelebA-HQ dataset takes approximately 5 days on a single Titan X GPU. In the testing of our model, only the generator is required and takes under a second on a single image.
Datasets
The celebrity face attributes high-quality (CelebA-HQ) [13, 22] dataset are used for training and testing of the proposed network.The HR facial image and facial component mask resized to 256 × 256 are used.Blurred LR facial images are synthesized from the CelebA-HQ dataset. Most of the facial images are acquired in real life, the face is the foreground and the other area is the background. Thus, the foreground mask of the HR facial image is generated using the CelebA-HQ mask dataset, and element-wise multiplication with the HR facial image is performed. The blur on foreground of the HR facial image is synthesized via the algorithm of Gong et al. [8] , which using motion flow. It makes our dataset to contain realistic blur patterns. The spatial resolution of blurred HR facial image is then reduced to the aspect ratio of 8.
The proposed network has a 32 × 32 input image and a 256 × 256 output image. The generated data set is shown in Figures 3, and bilinear interpolation is applied to the input image to 256 × 256 for visualization. A face region mask corresponding to each facial image is used for the local discriminator. A total of 28,800 images are selected for training and 1,200 images for testing. Horizontal flipping is used in data augmentation to avoid overfitting. In addition to using the synthesized dataset, the proposed model is tested on real images, which contain actual blurred LR facial images (e.g., images from YouTube frames).
Qualitative Evaluation
The GAN is used in this paper to reconstruct the HR facial image by simultaneously generating an HR facial image with and without blur. Figure 4 shows the HR facial image reconstruction results on the synthetic and real blurred LR facial images, respectively. Note that the identities in the test dataset are separated from the training dataset. As shown in Figure 4 , test images have various types of the head pose, illumination, and expression. The proposed method is also tested in the real blurred LR image from YouTube, as shown in Figure 5 . The results show that the proposed method can generate HR facial images without LR and blur, and also generate photorealistic clear facial images even when the input facial image has significant degradation.
Quantitative Evaluation
To quantitatively measure our network, three metrics, i.e., PSNR, SSIM, and FID, are evaluated on the reconstruction HR facial images of the synthetic dataset and listed in Table 1 . Low PSNR/SSIM is typically obtained in the HR image synthesis from the GAN-based method. However, we manage to obtain a reasonable result. The performance evaluation of the GAN is not well established. Each metrics has advantages and disadvantages. Thus, PSNR/SSIM and Frechet inception distance (FID) [10] are used. FID is the distance in the feature space of real and generated images. After extracting the features of real and generated facial images using the Inception-V3 [29] , the mean and covariance of two sets of features are determined to calculate the distance. Low FID score indicates that the generated facial image is similar to the real facial image in terms of statistics.
Comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches
No previous work has the same goal as that of the present study. Thus FSRNet/FSRGAN [1] is used as the baseline comparison. The state-of-the-art algorithm in the face SR is the most similar to the proposed approach. The proposed approach is also compared with SRResNet/SRGAN [19] , which havs a good performance on general image SR. The use of conditioned GAN for HR image synthesis is not widely studied because GAN obtains smooth images. However, the conditional concept of GAN in Pix2Pix [12] can be used as a baseline approach in the presented case. For a fair comparison, we use the released code of the above models and train with the same training set that has an upscale factor of 8 are used.
Qualitative comparisons with the other methods are illustrated in Figure 6 . Previous works tend to synthesize an excessively smooth face. SRResNet can generate the results with sharp edges, but it can not generate details of the eyes and mouth, which are important parts of the face. SRGAN can generate facial details better than SRResNet, which produces unrealistic images. FSRNet which is used for face SR, provides realistic facial details. However, the results of FS-RNet are still blurry. HR reconstruction results of FSRGAN have clear facial details. Nevertheless, saturation and thick edges problem due to the emphasized facial details are observed. Although FSRNet/FSRGAN [1] uses facial geometry prior, such as facial landmark heatmaps and parsing maps, to reconstruct HR facial images, their reconstruction facial image is still blurry. These above previous works can not generate hair details. Although their results are sharp, the presented baseline approach fails to generate realistic HR facial images because it cannot obtain the facial details. On the contrary, although the blurred LR facial image has a specular region or even eyeglasses, the proposed method can still synthesize the realistic and sharp HR facial images. Figure 7 shows the qualitative comparison of face alignment and face parsing. This finding shows that the proposed method can effectively recover photorealistic facial details, especially inside of the face and adaptable various facial applications. Table 1 shows quantitative comparisons with the other methods. Although the proposed method is based on GAN, high scores in PSNR, SSIM, and FID are obtained. Therefore, the proposed method outperforms the other work qualitatively and also quantitatively.
Ablation Study
We experiment by training the network in 3 different manners, namely model1, model2, and model3 to validate the effect of the proposed network components. As we mentioned before, our network includes a five-layer CNN, generator of U-Net structure modified to have two ways, global and local discriminators. Model1, model2, and model3 are Ours GT Figure 6 : Qualitative comparison with state-of-the-art methods. The upscale factor is 8×, and the resolution of the input is 32×32, and the output is 256×256. Please zoom in to see the differences.
defined by excluding five-layer CNN, two discriminators, and local discriminators from the proposed network structure, respectively. The models are trained using the same training set with an upscale factor of 8×. Each model is evaluated by using three quantitative metrics, namely, PSNR, SSIM, and FID, as listed in Table 2 . The five-layer CNN can generate useful feature maps for HR facial reconstruction from the LR blurred facial image because the reconstruction results superior to those of bicubic interpolation. In addition, using global and local dis-criminators help generate better reconstruction results than using one global discriminator or none of the discriminator.
In the recent work on GAN, Karras et al. [14] touches on the effect of applying stochastic variation to different subsets of layers. Noise affects only the stochastic aspects while leaving the overall composition and identity. The (w/ N) is defined in the present study by adding Gaussian random noise after every convolution layer in the proposed network. The (w/ N) in this paper is quantitatively low but generates diverse HR facial images from one LR facial image. The upscale factor is 8×, the resolution of the input is 32×32, and the output is 256×256. Figure 8 shows that diverse HR facial images can be generated by using blurred LR facial images as input. Occlusion problems by the hair, shadow, and eyeglasses can be handled despite the additional Gaussian random noise after every convolution. The proposed network produces photorealistic HR facial images despite the occlusion of the eyes in the input image by hair or shadows.
Conclusion
An adversarial network is presented in this study to reconstruct the HR facial image by simultaneously generating an HR facial image with and without blur. The experimental results show that the proposed work quantitatively and qualitatively outperforms the state-of-the-art works. The proposed work can be used to generate diverse HR facial images from blurred LR facial images by adding Gaussian random noise after every convolution layer.
